Grades K-2 Treasure Hunt

Lobby/Deck 1A

Exhibit: Shores of the Gulf
What item did you like the most in the display? Where did it come from?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Exhibit: Setting Sail
What does a sailboat need to sail? ________________________

Exhibit: Plank a Boat
Can you put the pieces of the boat together? ______________

Deck 2/2A

Exhibit: Junior Mariners
Get dressed up and see yourself as the captain of your own boat!

Exhibit: Seaside Scenes
Draw a picture of your favorite boat:

Deck 3/3A

Exhibit: Port of Victory
What was your favorite part about the movie? ______________

Exhibit: Ocean Planet
What is the name of the planet we live on? _________________
What does the color blue represent on a globe?
____________________________________________________

Exhibit: What’s Inside?
What kind of goods could be inside those big containers?
____________________________________________________

Exhibit: Signal Flags
Draw the flag that represents the first letter of your name:
Exhibit: Pelican Girls
Who did you see in the mirror? __________________________

Exhibit: The Hunley
What kind of vessel was The Hunley? _____________________

Exhibit: The Crow’s Nest
What kind of weather were you in? _______________________

Exhibit: Streams of Time
What was your favorite artifact? Where did it come from?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Deck 5/The Bridge
Exhibit: Sound Signals
How do boats signal to other boats? _____________________

Exhibit: In the Dark
What color light is on the left side of a boat? _____________
What color light is on the right side of a boat? _____________

Exhibit: Take the Helm
How fast does the speedboat go? _____________________

Exhibit: Observation Decks
Use the blank space to draw what you see outside!